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Utility customers not charged

COLUMBUS (AP) - Owners of the
Perry nuclear power plant east of
Cleveland cannot charge ratepayers for
almost $628 million in construction
costs because they were imprudently or
unreasonably incurred, the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio ruled yesterday.
"Two-thirds of a billion dollars is a
tremendous amount of money, and it is
undoubtedly one of the largest disallowances for a project like this in the
country's history," said Thomas
Chema, the PUCO chairman.

Perry plant owners liable for construction costs
The panel's 3-1 vote, with one abstention, will not immediately lower rates
charged by the Cleveland Electric Illuminating, Toledo Edison, or Ohio
Edison companies.
But it cuts $627.8 million from the
value of the $5.5 billion Perry Unit I that
the utilities may include in the base
from which future customer rates will
beset.

Centerior Energy Corp., the parent
company of CEI and Toledo Edison,
said it would appeal the ruling.
"We will take this case to the Ohio
Supreme Court, and I am confident we
will achieve a more rational decision,"
Centerior President Richard Miller
said in a news release.
Edgar Maugans, Centerior vice
president for finance, voiced concern

about the impact of the ruling on shareholders.
"Our 220,000 shareowners risked
their money to help provide for Ohio's
energy future. Now they're being told
their foresight is not as important as the
PUCO's hindsight. This order would
wipe away 10 percent of their investment with the stroke of a pen,"
Maugans said.

Chema said about $380 million of the
disallowance stemmed from a series of
CEI decisions that the panel thought
were imprudent. The actions led to
costly construction delays.
"There were two other areas where
we made disallowances not because of
specific actions taken by CEI but because their subcontractors, in our
judgment, had either not acted prudently or had caused in some way a delay
which incurred additional cost which
we did not feel was appropriate to pass
on to the ratepayers," Chema said.
D See Perry, page 4.
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Work in" in the wind
Tom Zingg (left) and Jim Rahe (right) of Gardner Sign Company install light bulbs in the
Greenwood Centre sign on East Wooster Street. The men battled gusting winds and frigid

"WMwk Thaiman

temperatures atop the 30-foot sign. When it's this windy you just hang on and hope for the
best.' Rahe said. One wrong move and you could be blown from here to Cleveland.'

Capital
funding
sought
by Amy Burkett
staff reporter
The University requested
$14.4 million in funding from the
Ohio Board of Regents to make
capital improvements over the
next two years.
The Ohio General Assembly
then will decide by July 1 on the
Board of Regent's $357 million
budget for capital improvements from the state's colleges
and universities, including the
University's request.
Of the sum asked for by the
University, $9.1 million will be
used for the construction of a
new Fine Arts facility, according to Thomas Hilty, director of
the University's School of Art.
The remaining money will be
divided among the following:
^Instructional equipment —
$1,291,300.
QPurchase of computers —
$630,400.
Asbestos abatement —
$1,176,804.
See Funds, page 4.

Toll call receivers fined $10 Admissions
to be limited
by Jackie Jackson

copy editor

The University's Telecommunications Services is in the
process of implementing a
system to stop residence nail
students from receiving collect
calls.
On Dec. 29, 1987, Telecommunications Services requested
that General Telephone Co. of
Ohio, the local telephone company, block all collect and thirdparty calls to residence hall
telephones.
Richard Conrad, director of
University Computer Services
and Telecommunication Services, said the system should be
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"The student does not
understand a $ 10 service
charge for a $2 telephone
call..."
A
-Richard Conrad

installed this semester.
He said the policy which
stated, "no long-distance calls of
any kind are to be charged to a
student room telephone," started in August, 1985, when the
University began providing its
own telephone services.
Because of problems enforcing this policy, a $10 service fee
was assessed to every collect

call accepted.
Conrad said billing information takes from two to six weeks
to be received and the student's
telephone number is the only information on the bill.
The task of determining who
received the call poses a problem, especially in the spring,
when students have left campus.
Conrad said that during his

first year as director of Telecommunications Services he
received more complaints regarding the $10 fee than any
other.
"The student does not understand a $10 service charge for a
$2 telephone call and I have a
difficult time convincing them
that even the $10 does not cover
our costs," Conrad said. "It is a
very labor-intensive process and
results in bad feelings by everyone involved."
From May 1,1986 to April 30,
1987, students accepted billing
for 2,345 long-distance calls, he
said, and every call had to be
manually traced back to a student for rebilling by the Telecommunications Services' staff.

Browns receive 660 tickets
CLEVELAND (AP) - There won't be
many Cleveland Browns fans in the stands
at Mile High Stadium in Denver to cheer on
their beloved football team on Sunday.
The Browns were provided only 660 tickets
for the American Football Conference
championship game between the Browns
and the Denver Broncos on Sunday. Those
tickets are being offered to the team's
players and staff and the media, said team
spokeswoman Francine Lubera.
Lubera said the Broncos were obligated to
provide the Browns 400 tickets for Sunday's
game at 76,000-seat Mile High Stadium.

"They were kind enough to give us 600. We
are able to take care of a lot of people that
we wouldn't have," Lubera said.
She said it is unlikely any tickets will be available, but if any are left over they might
be offered to season ticketholders through a
lottery.
But there will be at least several hundred
more Browns fans who will make the trip to
Denver, thanks to the enterprise of a tew
travel agents or Lady Luck. Several area
radio stations are running contests, and the
winners will be given a free trip and tickets
to the game.
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News in brief

New parking lot completed
commuters, see story page 3.

for

□ Committee strives to improve relations between the city and the University, see story page 3.
Graduate art show free and open to
the public this week, see story page 5.
G Bowling Green's women's basketball
team goes for its fifth straight victory,
see story page 7.

Others will have to pay — to the tune of
$475 to $599 a person.
Islands International Inc. of suburban
Rocky River is offering a one-day package
for $599. Takers will get a round-trip flight
on a chartered plane leaving Sunday morning and returning Sunday night, transportation to the stadium, and free parking.
Bradley Lynnet, president of Islands
International, said the package also includes
a "growl" towel and a doggie bag of dog
bones. The Browns' defense is nicknamed
the "Dawgs."
□ See Browns, page 4.

'A Tribute to a King'
to be held in Toledo
To commemorate Martin Luther King Jr.'s
birthday, the production, "A Tribute to a King"
will be held Friday, Jan. 15 at 7 p.m. in the
Masonic Auditorium, in Toledo.
The production features re-enactments of King's
speeches by Rev. Floyd Rose, interpretive dancing
by the group Unique Expressions and singing by
the Scott High School Symphonic Alumni Choir
and some members of the Toledo Symphonic Orchestra.

by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

Nearly 400 new freshmen
registered for the spring
semester, and admission for
other semesters will be limited, said
John Martin, director
of admissions.
Martin
said the
exact numb e r of
freshmen
will not be
known for Martin
three weeks because some
students did not sign-up for
campus pre-registration. He
said the total number of new
freshmen registering this
semester will be close to 400.
According to Martin, 311
freshmen enrolled during last
spring semester, and 190
freshmen during spring, 1985.
He said the increase in
freshman enrollment is because students are registering for the spring semester as
an option to the fall term.
"We (Office of Admissions)

The national holiday honoring the birth of Martin Luther King Jr. will be celebrated Monday,
Jan. 18.
For tickets or more information contact the City
of Toledo Community Development at (419)
245-1400.

Family doubles size;
quintuplets born
ROYAL OAK, Mich. (AP) — A family doubled
its size with the birth of quintuplets conceived

were forced to limit freshmen
enrollment during the fall to
maintain our number of
15,000 (undergraduate) students," he said.
The selection of students is
on a first-come, first-served
basis, Martin said.
"Admission is based upon
students meeting the predicted grade point average, the
grades received and their
standardized test scores," he
said. "The high school
courses they took will be a
factor also.'
Martin said the predicted
grade point average is not set
at a definite cut-off point such
as a 2.0.
He said a student may be
considered for enrollment if
he has a low grade point
average but a high score on
his American College Testing
program (ACT) or Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT).
in order to process transcripts and college entrance
scores, Martin said the Office
of Admissions closes registration for the spring semester in mid-December to notify
the students.
D See Admissions, page 4.

through in-vitro fertilization and all are doing well,
a hospital spokeswoman said yesterday.
The babies, four girls and a boy, were born Monday to Raymond and Michele L'Esperance of
Clarkston. The Caesarean section birth was between 10:34 p.m. and 10:38 p.m., said Deb Mero, a I
spokeswoman for William Beaumont Hospital.
They were believed to be the first quintuplets I
born in the United States through in-vitro fertilization
"They are doing well," Mero said. "We don't
have an official condition on them, but none of
them is on a respirator."
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Inmate program
rewards workers
Paying a debt to society may become a paying
position if a proposed plan by the Wood County
Commissioners is implemented in the Wood County
jail.
Rather than just "doing time," those medium
and minimum security inmates who chose to participate would be doing something with their time —
earning minumum wage while working in such
areas as food services and performing janitorial
and kitchen duties.
It may be the first time some of them have made
an honest living.
Most prisoners were either unemployed or
underemployed before being sentenced so the program will teach them how to earn and manage
money responsibly.
Inmates will be earning their keep because they
will be using their wages to pay for room and board
at the facility.
Though no one will come out of jail a millionaire,
the rest of the money will be their own.
Therefore, the program provides prisoners with a
way to learn how to integrate with society. Having
a good work record may shed a softening light on
people's prison records as they apply for jobs on the
outside so individuals who find they can work for a
living may no longer resort to crime.
Besides being socially rehabilitiating, the program is fiscally responsible.
Not only do some of the wages remain a part of
the operating budget in the form of rent, paying an
inmate would be less expensive than hiring
someone from the outside who would demand more
than minimum wage.
Commissioners saw the plan in action while visiting other prisons to gather ideas for the county jail
being constructed on the corner of East Gypsy Lane
and County Home Road.
Eventually, the new facility will include an industry building to provide another way for inmates
to work for wages.
The committee formed to study the proposal
should accept it so that the plan can be piloted in the
old jail by next spring.

Due bills bring the blues
By Mike
Royko

My phone just rang and a man
identified himself as being from
my favorite bookstore.
He asked me when I intended
to pay the (4.29 that was overdue
on my account.
I said "Huh?"
He said: "Your account is
$4.29 overdue."
He sounded very businesslike.
Isaid: "I'm$4.29overdue?"
"Yes, you are," he said.
"Uh, gee how long have I been
overdue?"
"Three weeks," he said.
"If that's true," I said, "I will
pay it immediately."
"Fine," he said, and hung up.
I checked. He was right. I
hadn't paid the $4.29. I wasn't
trying to beat the store out of it.
Honest, it was an oversight.
The tact is, I usually pay my
bills on time. I have to be

Public RA humiliation
not harmless prank
After reading the Dec. 11 article "Prank gives 14 probation,"
I am finally upset enough to
write to the BG News. As a fellow journalism major, I am appalled at the insensitivity of the
editors, my so-called peers. The
story is so grossly slanted that I
am in disbelief.'

Bugs meet untimely death by electric reaper

A few months ago as the officials were handing out the Nobel
Prizes, I began to ponder on all
the marvelous products technology has given us. Last year's
Chemistry award went to
research in the field of superconductors. And the award in
Physics went to the inventors of
a "microscope" that can "see"
the molecular surface of a material. Pretty amazing stuff.
But, I began thinking of inventions considered everyday items
and I wondered if the inventors
of these devices received the
recognition due them.
The invention that tops my list
for practical, safe and just plain
clever would have to be the BugZapper. For those of you unfamiliar with this invention, it is a
metal box shaped like a lantern.
Inside is an ultra-violet light
surrounded by two layers of
metal mesh. The inside layer of
mesh is electrified so that when
insects, subtly lured by the light,
touch this mesh:
zzzzzaaaaappppp! Truly a remarkable invention!
I am not certain when this de-

vice appeared on the market. I
remember it from the early 70s,
but certainly it has done a world
of good since its inception; and I
would like to expound on a few of
the positive aspects of this device. First, and more than good
enough reason to justify its existence, the thing kills insects. Pesky moths, biting mosquitos and

So that is it with me and the
bookstore. Even before my $4.29
gets there, they will have a letter telling them to scratch me
off their credit card list.
It's not that I think they
shouldn't have called. They
were absolutely right in doing
so. If I owe them $4.29, and I'm
three weeks late in paying, I
don't blame them for getting
nervous and phoning me at
work. For all they know, I might
have skipped out to Costa Rica.
They are in business. And as
Franklin Pierce Adams once
said, "Christmas is over and
Business is Business." (I know
he said that because I looked it
up in my Barlett's Familiar
Quotations, which I bought at
that store.)
But from now on, it is cash on
the barrelhead at some other
bookstore.
It has to be this way. I might
forget again. And the next time
it could be for $4.99. For that
amount, they might have somebody call me up and yell, and I'd
probably choke on my tongue.
As it is, I'm the only person in
the office today who is typing his
column in a closet.
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

Respond

ter invention.
Furthermore, unlike the
fly-swatter, the Bug-Zapper requires no effort on our part after
we plug it in. This makes it the
perfect labor-saving device.
And, the few pennies that it uses
in electricity is money well-spent.
However, even after having

The manner in which Mr.
Fritz presented the story, headline included, is as if the student
body is supposed to feel sorry for
the plight of Mr. Schlitter and
his group. I for one do not. Apparently public humiliaton of
the RA, or any person for that
matter, is considered okay as
long as it is a "prank." Well, I do
not think it is a prank, I think it
is immature, ignorant and unforgivable.
Granted there are probably
additional circumstances of
which I am not aware, but, from
what I read in the article. I am
just sorry that Derek Dickinson
overruled the Student Arbitration Board by not letting them
apply the two-year probation,
especially for the individuals
who pleaded guilty. No person,
no matter how "great" his past
record, has the right to violate
another person, for any reason.
I am sure that there are plenty
of people on this campus who

The BG News editorial
page is your campus
forum.
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or OCMB number,
and telephone number,
must be included, although
telephone numbers will not
be published.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. Columns must be type-written
and double spaced. University students writing
columns must provide
class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all subnvssionsto:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall

saw this article and laughed
simply because someone was finally "getting" an RA. What is
being forgotten here is that RAs
are people too. They are students trying to get an education
just like everyone else and they
have feelings, just like everyone
else, and they take more crap
from residents, guests, etc. than
any human being should ever
have to. Believe me, as a former
RA, I know what I am talking
about. I applaud the RA for
sticking up tor his rights. Mr.
Schlitter stated in the article a
similar prank had been played
on him. Well, if he was upset
about it, he should have pressed
charges too. Evidently, the RA
is much more concerned about
his personal rights.
Harmful, humiliating pranks
are NOT funny. Anyone with an
ounce of conscience should know
this.
Lori S. Everly
433 Thurstin Ave.

But, you may respond, many things kill
insects, why is this one so special? One
reason is that our Bug-Zapper doesn't do
a lot of bad things.
those disgusting gnats: all fried
by our electric friend.
But, you may respond, many
things kill insects, why is this
one so special? One reason is
that our Bug-Zapper doesn't do a
lot of bad things. For example it
does not contaminate water
supplies like pesticides, nor do
insects build a resistance to
1,000 volts of searing current
like they do to some chemicals.
Now don't get me wrong, I am a
chemistry major but, I know
when the limitations in my field
make it take a back seat to a bet-

THE BG NEWS
EdHor
Mefcssa McQfcvray
Managing Editor
Beth Thomas
Asst Managing Editor
Caroline Langer

have the computerized letter
that begins:
"Dear Customer: WARNING-YOUR ACCOUNT IS
OVERDUE. IF YOU WISH TO
REMAIN..."
I once got that kind of letter
from a credit card company. (I
hate credit cards. But if you
don't have one, and try to pay
cash, nobody trusts you.)
That evening, I turned out the
lights, locked the doors and
wouldn't respond to any knocks.
I'wouldn't even answer when
my kids yelled: "It's us, Dad unlock the door." Bill collectors
can disguise their voices. The
kids slept under the porch that
night.
As a result of this deep-seated
fear, I have developed my own
way of shopping.
I deal only with companies
that send out gentle, kindly letters. If I forget to pay a bill on
time, I want to hear from a nice
computer that says:
"Hi, Cherished Customer: We
hate to bother you, and we're
sure it is only an oversight, or
the Postal Service's fault, but
we thought we'd drop you a little
reminder that you are a teensy
bit late in your account. If your
remittance is already in the
mail, feel free to spit in our face,
hear?"

Letters.

Invention tops list
By Christopher Scurlock

prompt because of the terrible
consequences. When I hear from
a bill collector or get an angry
letter from a computer, I get the
shakes. My mouth gets dry, my
heart pounds and I begin panting like a thirsty basset hound.
I have a morbid fear of bill collectors. This stems from a
I traumatic childhood experience.
Almost everybody who grew up
! in the old neighborhood has it.
I For a few days each month,
everybody in the neighborhood
would turn out all their lights
when the sun went down. And
they would all sit around their
apartments or houses in pitch
darkness.
"Why is it dark?" a kid would
ask.
"It is good for your eyes," the
old man would explain.
That wasn't the reason. We
were ducking bill collectors. Until the next paycheck came, nobody answered the phone or a
kr.c 'k at the door. All the cars
were parked six blocks away so
they wouldn't be repossessed.
You cou'dn't scare any of the
kids in my neighborhood by saying the boogie man would get us.
But we were all terrified of
Friendly Bob Adams.
To this day, the fear lingers.
People don't hear from bill collectors very often, instead, we
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all of these advantages presented some people insist on finding
fault with Bug-Zappers (Bleeding-heart liberals.) For example some people claim that the
ultra-violet light attracts Insects
from neighboring woods or open
country, thus defeating its purpose of freeing your backyard
from the insects' terrifying control. But hey, this is a plus! I like
the idea of a Bug-Zapper working overtime killing lots of insects, even foreign ones. And, if
you feel that you don't have an
outlet to spare for such a device,
the visible purplish glow the
light gives off can be used like
one more light around your
home.
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So we see that the Bug-Zapper
is truly a great Invention. It is a
sound investment both economically and environmentally. But,
there is one last aspect to the
Bug-Zapper that you'll never
find in any superconductor: aesthetic beauty. Surely there is
nothing like the melody of the
zzaaapp associated with insects'
death. Adding the occassional
zzzzaaaapppp when some bug
gets stuck on the mesh creates
the perfect harmony. And since
your Bug-Zapper works especially well at night, it becomes
the perfect lullaby. I doubt if the
Bug-Zapper's inventor will ever
receive the Nobel Prize, but let
us never forget this true humanitarian's priceless gift.
Scurlock is a senior chemistry
major from Lima, Ohio.
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Panel has decreased
city, student tension
"The University and the city need more
positive interaction for harmony."

by Judy Immel
assistant city editor

The new gravel parking lot is located behind the Student Recreation Center and is now in use.

Parking lots expanded
by Amy Reyes
reporter

Two hundred additional parking spaces were
created over Christmas break to accommodate
an unexpected increase in students requiring
them.
Last fall, when 200 more students tha I usual
registered for parking spaces, the lack of space
became more apparent to parking officials, according to Jean Yarnell, director of Parking
Services.
"Over the past years there's been a fairly
even number, but this year we have more
cars," she said. Yarnell added she "didn't expect the number to rise in the future."
Scheduling was another reason overcrowding
was a problem in commuter parking lots, she
said. Too many classes were scheduled on
Monday and Wednesday, leaving a limited
amount of parking spaces available.
Parking officials began working in early September to create sufficient parking, Yarnell
said. Construction on the $68,000 project began
Dec. 21 and was completed last Saturday.
The new spaces are located in Lots 5 and 12,
both along Merry Avenue, behind Oak Grove
Cemetery.

Commuter Lot 5 increased from 148 to 228
spaces and on-campus Lot 12 increased from
328 to 450. Yarnell said.
"At the beginning of the year there was overcrowding on and off campus," Yarnell said.
Parking officials found there were more cars
registered in the fall and again after spring
break, she said.
When plans for additional and close parking
were first proposed early in September, University administration did not agree that it was
a serious problem.
Last semester, University President Paul
Olscamp said at a breakfast with students, that
students were suffering from "a walking problem, not a parking problem."
He said there was not a lack of parking
spaces, referring to available space in Lot 6,
which is located along Alumni Drive, adjacent
to the football stadium.
Yarnell said she realized students were not
willing to walk the distance to Lot 6.
The additional parking spaces in the new lot
will remain unmarked until spring, Yarnell
said. She hopes students will park in an organized manner.
Students will be telephoned to remove their
cars if they fail to comply with parking regulations, she said.

University students and city
residents may not always see
eye-to-eye.
But a committee formed
nearly four years ago has
worked to create a more positive
atmosphere between these two
important segments of the Bowling Green community, according to Mike Marsden, chair of
the city-University residential
relations committee.
"The University and the city
need more positive interaction
for harmony," Marsden said.
"If residents only interact with
University students when they've had one too many beers, then
the residents will not have a positive view of the University.
The creation of the committee
has led to a more positive outlook between city residents living adjacent to campus in Wards
1 and 2 and students living offcampus, Marsden said.

-Michael Marsden
"The committee has provided
a vehicle for discussion of conflicts in an intelligent fashion
and an attempt by both units to
bring attention to problems," he
said.
Originally formed in August,
1984, by then-mayor Bruce Bellard to deal with residential aspects, the committee is now
expanding to include broader issues, Marsden said.
In the coming months, Marsden said he would like to address
business practices, and how they
impinge on students — for example, the difficulty for students in cashing checks — and to
sponsor a mini-course on cultural diversity and racial issues
in the community.
Although it has no direct

power, the committee directly
reports to the mayor in an advisory role.
The committee sponsored
Springfest for two years, until
problems with liability evolved.
Other "highlights," according to
Marsden, have been the development of Community Relations Awards for those who
have worked to better relations
between the city and University,
hearings on neighborhood problems and updates on "Transition
21," the new drinking age.
The committee is comprised
of 17 members, including city
and University officials, student
representatives, a representative of the Rental Housing Association and the city police and
fire chiefs.

BG alumnus honored
by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

A University Distinguished
Alumnus was recently named a
Centennial Alumnus by the
National Association of State
Universities |
and LandGrant Colleges.
Charles
Perry, the
president and
chief executive officer of
Friedk in
Companies, of'
Houston, Perr»
Texas, was one of 125 people
chosen by the NASULGC committee as part of its Centennial

Symposium.
Each member institution
nominated 10 distinguished
alumni with a national or international reputation in his field,
said University President Paul
Olscamp.
"He (Perry) is an interesting
man in that he has a deep feeling
of attachment to the University," Olscamp said. "We could
have nominated 100 people, but
he represents one of the most
successful people we have."
Perry, who won the Alumni
Association's Distinguished
Alumnus Award in 1975, said he
did not know he had been nominated for this award, but was
happy to represent the University"I was extremely pleased to
be selected because I have a

love-affair for Bowling Green,"
Perry said. "I'm deeply honored
to represent thousands of graduates all over the world."
Perry, who holds bachelor degrees in English 11958) and History (1959), said he has been actively involved with the University since he was a student in
1954.
"My relationship with the
University has been long and
dear,"said Perry, whose Father
also attended the University in
the 1920s.
During the '60s, Perry was the
University's admission counselor, director of admissions and
director of development and assistant to the president.
Perry was also inducted into
University's Athletic Hall of
Fame last year as a football
placekicker.
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New council clerk named
Different responsibilities make life interesting, Kopp says
from my clerk position," she
said. "It all keeps me from getting bored."

by Julie Wallace
assistant wire editor

One of the busiest people in
Bowling Green's city government may be someone who was
not in the election race.
Instead, the new clerk of
council, Patti Kopp, was appointed to the position by City Council.
Kopp, a 30-year-old mother of
four, was appointed to the post
at the Jan.4 council meeting. In
addition to her job duties and responsibilities as a mother, she
attends the University full time
as an undecided major.
"I am taking 13 hours at the
University this semester and I
also work at Kaufman's Restaurant on the weekends," she said.
Kopp, who is divorced, said
the different responsibilites
make her life interesting.
"Everything is a change.
When I work at Kaufman's on
the weekend, that is a change

She was chosen from among
nine other interviewees by John
Quinn, council president; Joyce
Kepke, council-at-large; and
William Herald, Ward 4 council
member. She replaces Cathy
Chismar, who held the clerk
position tor two years.
Chismar, who said the job was
"exciting and interesting," left
because she was also maintaining a full-time position as administrative secretary for the
city's director of utilities.
"The clerk's duties were additional duties that I could not devote enough time to," Chismar
said. "It is a responsible job that
I enjoyed very much, but I just
didn't nave the time."
She said if the position was
changed to full-time, she probably would apply for it.
Currently, the clerk of council
position is only part-time and
does not offer such benefits as

Perry
D Continued from page 1.

BG News/Mark Thalman

Busted book budget
Robin Williams, freshman radio-television-film major, wails in line
at the University bookstore. Williams spent $90 on books in this trip
and still has one more to buy.

The two subcontractors were General Electric
Co. and the Newport News construction company.
The PUCO attributed $263.6 million of the disallowance to a failure to resolve design-related delays over the GE reactor at the plant.
Ohio Consumers' Counsel William Spratley,
whose office had argued for a disallowance of $1.4
billion, nonetheless welcomed the decision.
"Of course we're disappointed that we didn't get
the full $1.4 billion disallowance in terms of dollars. However, in terms of the process, we feel
very good as advocates that we hung in there, and
made a case that the commissioners could go with
us on several key issues," Spratley said.
"We're very pleased with the precedent, particularly the idea that utilities will be held responsible for the problems of their contractors. That is a
key precedent," he said.
Cleveland Electric Illuminating's share of the
disallowance amounted to $195.3 million. The
amount for Toledo Edison was $124.9 million, and

///////.
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hospitalization or sick leave.
One benefit the job does offer,
Kopp said, is the flexible schedule.
"Basically I can work my own
hours," she said.
The job also requires some
6ublic speaking, such as reading
le minutes and various ordinances. This, Kopp said, should
benefit her.
"Normally I am very quiet in
classes and only speak up when I
have to," she said. "I will have
to do some public speaking with
this job."
Chismar, who is training her
successor, said Kopp should be
very good as clerk of council.
"She's bringing a lot of enthusiasm into the job," she said.
"She has a lot of new ideas on
how to get things done and she
seems like a fast learner, which
is helpful."
Kopp, laughing about Chismar's statement, said she has a
long way to go.
"It is an important job and

there is a lot to learn," she said.
"I will be handling legal documents and such, and right now I
worry about learning everything."

for Ohio Edison, $188.3 million.
Chema acknowledged that there was disagreement not only among the parties in the case
but among members of the commission.
"I suspect that this decision is going to please
only us. The fact is the companies are going to be
taken aback by the amount of the disallowance. I
suspect that various activist groups are going to
look at the amount and say, 'Is that all?'
"But I believe this decision is one that is soundly
based on the evidence... which is defensible before
the court should the parties seek to appeal, and in
fact is fair to ratepayers and the shareholders of
the companies," Cnema said.

Funds
D Continued from page 1.
CRoof repairs —
$369,150.
[J Basic campus renovations— $1,354,000.
Bill Napier, vice president of the Board of Regents, said the University's request to the
General Assembly is prioritized by University President Paul Olscamp.
"We make our recommendations to the General
Assembly with President
Olscamp's priorities in
mind," Napier said. "Olscamp stated that the Fine
Arts facility was his number-one priority followed
by utility, renovations and
new computers."
According to Napier, the
Board of Regents' original
recommendation for the
University was nearly
$750,000 less than requested. However, Olscamp lobbied for the additional money, he said.
"We met with President
Olscamp and throughout
the meeting he was very
successful in convincing us
of the importance of adding the additional funds
for needed improvements
and renovations," Napier
said.

Commissioner Gloria Gaylord, who cast the only
no vote, disagreed with the majority over disallowing the GE reactor-related delay costs.
"GE was not on trial in this case," Gaylord said.
"However, the majority has seized upon the
mere possibility that GE may have performed
inadequately as the basis for a substantial disallowance of Perry costs, without regard to whether
or not the owners eventually recover anything
fromGE." she said.

Browns

Admissions

rj Continued from page 1.

D Continued from page 1.

Lynnet said he hopped on a
flight to Denver Sunday night
after the Broncos beat the Houston Oilers to host the Browns in
the championship game. In
Denver, he joined a business associate who had arrived earlier
at Mile High Stadium and stayed
in line overnight.
"It was a mob. I wouldn't call
it a crowd," Lynnet said of the
people waiting for ticket sales to
begin Monday morning.

"We like to close registration at least a month before the semester
starts to assure ample time to process applications," he said.
Martin said it would not be fair to process the applications late
after students paid the $25 application fee.
He also said that because of the high number of freshmen entering
classes during the summer session in 1987, enrollment will be limited to 425 freshmen for the summer of 1988. Over 660 freshmen enrolled for classses last summer.
Fall freshmen enrollment will be limited to 285, he said.
The Office of Admissions will continue to use the same outreach
programs during the school year. These programs include high
school visitations, University preview days and other year-long
projects, Martin said.

Because Jesus still changes lives...
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Blotter
City.
CA 20-year-old man was taken
into custody by city police early
Sunday morning for disorderly
conduct. The man was breaking
glasses in Howard's Club H, 210
N. Main St.
nThieves took over $100 worth
of accessories from a jeep parked at 211 Mercer Ave. between
9 p.m. and 1 a.m. Sunday.
Stolen from the vehicle were a
seat cover, tapes, and a pair of
gloves.

Charles Massey Jr.. chairman of the Ohio Stale University Department of
Art. looks over a piece of art entered in the Graduate Student Art Exhibi

BG News/Rob Upton
lion. Massey judged 48 pieces of art from 16 master of fine arts candi
dates and picked 10 award winners.

Unique art is show focus
"I look for the kind of chances people
take in their work ... things that haven't
been dealt with in the past," Massey said.
He will present 10 awards to the students
on Friday night at the Fine Arts Gallery.
Two awards will be presented to two
graduate students on behalf of the Graduate Programs and Standards Committee,
and Rosemary Bassile of the Currents Gallery in Bowling Green. The Peer Award
will be presented to another student who
was chosen by the students.
As juror, Massey not only critiques the
show, but holds an open discussion with the
students to provide them with hints he believes can help them become more successful.
Tom Madden, graduate art student, said
each student has a unique approach and
style in creating his art and he hoped Massey saw this.
"(My work) is inspired by organic
shapes. I like a more natural approach. I

by Amy Reyes
reporter

Artists using new approaches in their
works will be among 10 award winners of
the Graduate Student Art Exhibition.
The 48 pieces of artwork, created by 16
master of fine arts candidates, were
judged by Charles Massey Jr., chairman
of the Department of Art at Ohio State
University.
Jacqueline Nathan, director of the Fine
Arts Gallery, where the exhibit is taking
place this week, said the pieces include
oils, watercolors, mixed media works,
drawings, three dimensional pieces and
jewelry.
After critiquing the artworks last Monday, Massey said "there were a few outstanding pieces in the show."
He is interested in creations which have
been done in a way he hasn't seen before.

: :Two cars were damaged in a
hit-skip accident in a parking lot
at 519 Ridge St. Sunday.
A car owned by Joseph Donovan, of Huber Heights, was damaged in the right-rear by an
unknown car in the right-rear.
The force of the impact knocked
Donovan's car into a car owned
by Gregg Shannon, of Mt. Vernon.
Police said they believe the
unknown vehicle may be red because of traces of red paint
found on Donovan's car.
JA University student told
police late Sunday evening that
someone may have broken into
her apartment.

Sandra Combs, 133 Manville,
reported her kitchen curtains
missing. She also found mud
tracks and obscenities written in
her bathroom.
I A Weston man saw two or
three people deflating the tires
on his 1977 Lincoln Mark V Sunday morning at the College
Station parking lot, 1616 E.
WoosterSt.
A friend of the man saw the
suspects flee in a pick-up truck.
However, a check of the license
Slate number proved unsucessul.
QA 21-year-old Bowling Green
man was arrested Saturday
night for stealing a package of
American cheese valued at $1.69
from the Foodtown South
supermarket, 840 S. Main St.
CA man drove away without
paying for $10 worth of gas at
Gas-n-Shop, 1060 S. Main, Friday evening.
The man was described as
6-foot tall with brown curly hair
driving a brown four-door
station wagon with a tan stripe
and a smashed rear quarter
panel.

don't title my work because I believe the
experience is in the work itself," Madden
said.

Likewise, Michele Etris, graduate art
student, said she would also like Massey to
see what she sees in her own work.
"I think I'd probably like him to pick up
on the emotional and formal aspects (of
my work)," she said.
Graduate student art exhibitions are
important for a young artist because it
provides an opportunity for them to achieve name recognition, Nathan said.
"The works are by students who have
made a commitment to their professional
lives," Nathan said. "It shows the struggle
of a young artist."
The free exhibition will continue through
Jan. 22 from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on weekdays, and 2 to 5 p.m. on Sundays at the
Fine Arts Building.

Campus.
UA complaintant reported a gold bracelet missing from her room
in McDonald East. A posted description of the $800 bracelet yielded
no results.
Diamond and gold jewelry was reported stolen from the fourth
floor lounge in Chapman Hall. The complaintant left the lounge and
forgot to take the jewelry which was valued at $350.
: :The University swim team was returning from a meet in Alabama when one of its vans went off the road mto a ditch. Bad road
conditions were blamed for the accident, which occurred in Birmingham. Ala. All nine occupants of the van were treated and released
from a local hospital.
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Class sessions taught by
Cynthia Groat, a popular
member of the biology faculty.
Her specialty is marine biology.

For more information,
call Continuing Education 372-8181.
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Arab dies in Gaza protest
by a crowd of knife-wielding Arabs in Raf ah,
at the southern end of the Gaza Strip. One
Arab died and three were wounded, while a
soldier was treated for a minor stab wound,
a communique said.
The army identified the dead man as Muhammed Yusuf El Yazouri, a member of the
Moslem fundamentalist Islamic Jihad
group, who was freed from prison last year
after serving three years on unspecified
charges.
In the Jabaliya refugee camp, troops fired
on rioters brandishing nail-studded sticks,
slightly injuring two people, the military
said. Doctors in Jabaliya said they treated
two people for gunshot wounds.

GAZA CITY, Occupied Gaza Strip (AP) —
Israeli troops shot and killed a Moslem fundamentalist in a violent demonstration yesterday, and a U.N. envoy's attempts to inspect refugee camps were frustrated by soldiers and protesters.
Military spokesmen said the army imposed curfews on five of the eight Gaza
Palestinian refugee camps.
In the Israeli parliament, Foreign Minister Shimon Peres appealed for an effort to
end the violence by political means. Hawkish members accused him of caving in to
Arab demands.
At least 32 Arabs have been killed since
violent protest began Dec. 8 in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip, which Israel captured
from Jordan and Egypt in the 1967 Middle
East War. About 1.5 million Palestinians live
in the territories.
The military command said soldiers
opened fire when their lives were threatened

Soldiers barred Marrack Goulding, the
U.N. undersecretary general for special political affairs, from Jabaliya with the explanation that it was under a closure order.
That means entry and exit are prohibited
but life inside continues normally.

He went to the Mughazi camp later, but a
large crowd of Palestinians had blocked the
entrance with blazing barrels. An aide drove
in and returned 10 minutes later, reporting
larger fires inside and advising him to stay
out.
Goulding said Palestinians told the U.N.
visitors they were welcome to enter, "but we
didn't want to create a confrontation between the Palestinians and the Israeli
army."
He arrived Friday under a terms of a Security Council resolution that criticized Israeli tactics and ordered an investigation of
"ways and means for ensuring the safety
and protection of the Palestinian civilians
under Israeli occupation." The resolution
passed 14-0 last month, with the United
States abstaining.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir refused to
meet Goulding on grounds that maintaining
order in the occupied territories is an internal Israeli matter.

Pornography Summit denied
by
China
leaders
case rejected
TOLEDO iAPI - A Lucas
County prosecutor said Monday
a judge s ruling on adult bookstores will have a negative impact on the community.
"I'm very surprised by his decision and disappointed," Anthony Pizza said of the ruling by
Lucas County Common Pleas
Court Judge Charles Abod. "It
certainly sets Lucas County's
community standards at the
lowest rung on the ladder.
"In my opinion, it gives carte
blanche authority to do anything
they want; these magazines can
now be put on library shelves,"
he said.
In a 54-page decision, Abod on
Friday dismissed a suit Pizza
filed against 11 adult bookstores
in November 1986. Abod said the
126 magazines bought by police
and used as evidence in the case
are not obscene.
"As distasteful or even morally offensive as these magazines
may be to some, this court is
powerless to find them obscene," Abod wrote.
A four-day trial in the case ended last June.
Pizza said he would appeal the
ruling to the 6th Ohio District
Court of Appeals in Toledo
within the next 30 days.

"This is a very far-reaching
decision because he is pointing
out that sexual activity clearly
visible by depiction is not obscene in Lucas County," Pizza
said.
He said that under Abod's
standards only "juvenile
portrayal, beastiality, and excretory functions" would be
deemed obscene in Lucas
County.
"If these books we presented
aren't obscene, as far as depiction, I don't know what is. This
judge's opinion says that community standards here are so
low just about anything is acceptable," he said.
"Cincinnati, Tallmadge, other
Ohio communities have been
successful in closing down adult
bookstores. This judge's opinion
just flies in the face of those," he
said.
Pizza said more adult bookstores would be able to open in
the county if Abod's decision
stands.
In reaching his decision, Abod
said he took into account the testimony of Joseph Scott, Ohio
State University professor of
Sociology, who testified for the
defense.

BEIJING (AP) — China said
yesterday there will be no summit with the Soviet Union while
Vietnamese troops remain in
Cambodia despite the publication here of an interview in
which Mikhail Gorbachev called
for such a meeting.
The Soviet leader, in an interview with the Chinese weekly
magazine Outlook, called for the
first Sino-Soviet summit since
1969 when Prime Minister
Alexei Kosygin met with
Chinese Premier Chou Enlai.
Before that the last summit
meeting occurred in 1959 between Mao Tse-tung and Soviet
party boss Nikita Khrushchev, a
year before the two communist
giants split over ideological issues.
The magazine, which has a
limited circulation and is read
mostly by intellectuals, was avaliable in Beijing today. Portions of the interview were carried earlier by news agencies in
China and the Soviet Union.
The Chinese Foreign Ministry,
asked to respond to the summit
overture, said: "Chairman
Deng Xiaoping has made quite
clear the conditions for a highlevel meeting between China
and the Soviet Union. It is the
strong aspiration of the international community that Vietnam

should withdraw all its troops
from Kampuchea (Cambodia)
promptly."
In the past, the Chinese have
noted two other conditions for a
summit — a Soviet troop withdrawal from Afghanistan and a
reduction of Soviet military
strength on the 3,000-mile SinoSoviet border. In recent months,
the Chinese appear to have deemphasized those two requirements.
Deng, China's senior leader,
has said he is willing to meet
Gorbachev either in the Soviet
Union or China. But he says a
pre-condition must be Soviet action to compel Vietnam to end its
nine-year military occupation of
Cambodia.
Deng has said Cambodia is the
most serious of the "three obstacles" to normalized SinoSoviet relations.
Gorbachev, in his first-ever
interview with a Chinese news
organization, said he was happy
to note the increase in
exchanges between the two
countries in such fields as trade,
culture, science and education.
He said progress has also been
made in political relations, and
said a summit "would be an appropriate and logical development of current political
dialogue."
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News Briefs
Yankee to teach civility
LONDON (AP) - The
British government has hired
an American to teach civility
to 1,100 of its civil servants,
an unusual act in a nation
famed for good manners.
Rest assured, however, because Karen Dunn won't be
teaching government employees to say, "Have a nice
day."
"It's one of those phrases
the British find extremely
American — and annoying,
Dunn said Monday, explaining how she weeded out
Americanisms to tailor her
customer-relations course for
British consumption.
Her firm, Sterling Consult-

ing Group of Sausalito, Calif.,
has been hired to bring the
government's Export Credit
Guarantee Department up to
speed on the latest techniques
in customer relations. The
department is a branch of the
Treasury which underwrites
overseas business transactions. It's funded by premiums from private companies in the export business.
A few eyebrows were
raised over morning tea
Monday when a Daily Telegraph headline reported that
Dunn and her business partner, Keith Bailey, had been
hired "to make Britons more
civil."

Ohio flight still missing
PORTER BEACH, Ind.
(AP) - Searchers failed to
find any trace Monday of a
single-engine aircraft and
four people missing since
Friday, authorities said.
The Indiana Civil Air Patrol and the U.S. Coast Guard
conducted aerial searches of
the lakeshore dunes and a
direct flight path across Lake
Michigan toward Milwaukee,
the destination of the missing
craft.
The Cessna 172 piloted by
George Lucas of Massillon,
Ohio, carrying his wife, Shelley, and passengers William

and Pat Shorthill, whose addresses were not available,
was last seen as it left the
Warsaw, Ind., airport, officials said.
The flight originated in
Beach City, Ohio, and stopped
to refuel in Warsaw before
taking off at 6:19 p.m. for
Milwaukee.
Lt. Col. Raymond Andrews
of the Civil Air Patrol said the
fiilot did not report any probems. A local resident said he
believed he heard a noise
Friday that might have been
a plane crash, Andrews said.

Shultz signs Arctic pact
OTTAWA (AP)-U.S. Secretary of State George Shultz
signed an Arctic cooperation
pact with Canada on Monday,
but the two sides reserved
their legal position on the disEiited ownership of the icy
orthwest Passage.
Shultz described the compromise agreement as "a
practical, operational way for
life to go on."
In a one-day meeting with
Foreign Minister Joe Clark,
Shultz also signed a protocol
toughening the U.S.-Canada
extradition treaty of 1971 and
a joint declaration on
counterterrorism.
The foreign ministers used
their regular quarterly meeting to discuss Canadian de-

mands for U.S. action to curtail acid rain, and plans for a
summit between President
Reagan and Prime Minister
Brian Mulroney, expected to
be held in Washington this
spring.
Shultz said at a news conference that U.S. sulfur dioxide emissions causing acid
rain were decreasing and new
technology promises cheaper
clean-up methods in the future. He said scientific evidence on the problem was incomplete.
Canada blames the United
States for half the acid rain
damaging its lakes and
forests and wants emissions
slashed 50 percent over the
next decade.
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Open 8 to 6 • Walk-ins Welcome

Interviews for technical positions and Berenstain Bears will begin when
registration opens Auditions for singers, musicians and emcees will begin
as soon as these interviews are completed
ANN ARBOR MICHIGAN
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MUNCIE INDIANA
Wednesday Jan 20

MT PLEASANT MICHIGAN
Tuesday. Jan 12
Central Michigan University
The Bovee University Cent*
Registration 3 30 6 30pm

BLOOMINGTON INDIANA
Thursday Jan 21
Indian,) LTl

EAST LANSING MICHIGAN
Wednesday. Jan 13
Michigan State Unav I
M S U Union Ballroom
Registration 2 30 5 30pm

KENT OHIO
Monday Ian 25
Kent Stati
i 11
■ • let ■ pnti
Re . •• ii

KALAMAZOO MICHIGAN
Thursday Jan 14
Michigan Ufl fl
i•
•■ '(•' School of MUSK
(Park at Miller Audit ■
Registration 2 30 5 30pm

PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA
Tuesday. Jan 26

COLUMBUS. OHIO
Monday. Jan 18
Ohm State Uni.i •
School of MUSK Hugl

U

Burns 5
■strai

'.'
...

n i

Fort*

NEW YEAR'S
RESOLUTION

BECAUSE YOU CARE, BOWLING GREEN IS A
BETTER PLACE
-THE STUDENT AFFAIRS STAFF
WlvCAHK WE CAKE WE CARE WE CARE WK CARE

White
Oaks

Mid Winter Savings Days

"SIXTH MAN"

i.

it McKee I
.- ■
(0 l

$1.44
"THE HOUSE THAT ROARS

BOWLING GREEN OHIO
Thursday. Jan 28
.

ACE

■

Suifi
3 pm
SANDUSKV OHIO
Fnday Jan 29
■

■

■

iCE
Hardware

■ .
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■
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For further information contact

Q ^

Live Show Auditions

Sanduskv
419 626 0830 Ext 238R

CEDAR POINT

-------COUPON...........

Graduate Staff - Jennifer Kuzeppa. Residential Services

TO BECOME THE

K) 4

■

DAYTON. OHIO
Tuesday Jan 19
North

TKo^fA

Hair Fashions
124 W. Wooster St.
Phone 352-2611

BEST

TONIGHT! Q

$4.88

FALCONS vs. MIAMI REDSKINS
WOMEN 5:30, MEN 8:00

$12 for 8 hrs
$15 for 24 hrs

5006

HOME M.A.C. OPENER!

1045 N. Main St.

354-2756
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Women cagers host Miami
by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

Playing at home has been a
decided advantage for the Bowling Green women's basketball
team in recent history, as they
have won 15 straight MidAmerican Conference home
games going
into tonight's
contest with
Miami in Anderson Arena.
But the Falcons, 8-3 overall, 2-0 in the
MAC, have
been up and
down at home
so far this Voii
season, dropping games to
Big-10 schools Northwestern and
Michigan, while defeating Cincinnati and Detroit.
BG point guard Paulette
Backstrom said the squad is now
becoming more consistant and

Y2T

hopes it will carry over to the
home games.
"Were now looking at each
game as a way to improve and
move a step ahead, instead of
staying at the same level or regressing a little bit," she said.
"As far as the MAC (goes), I
don't have any doubts we can
win all of our MAC games at
home. I don't see any problems
there.
"It's all about going out there
and playing as hard as we can
and doing the things that will
help us win the game."
For BG to do well against the
Redskins, they will have to stop
guard Maria Fantanarosa, who
is averaging 15.9 points per
game for the MU, 6-5 overall, 2-0
in the MAC.
One of the Redskins conference victories came at home
against Kent State, the coaches
pre-season favorite to finish
second in the MAC. Also, MU
has played four of its last six

games on the road, with tonight's contest being the second
consecutive MAC away game.
Another intangible in the
Redskins progress is first-year
coach Linda Wunder. She coached the past two seasons at
Wisconsin Stevens-Point, leading them to the NCAA Division
III championship last year.
Because of all this, Falcon
coach Fran Voll said the Redskins will be a dangerous opponent.
"We're looking at this game
as being a pivotal one without
even thinking of any other ones.
While you win on the road, you
had better win at home (first),"
Voll said. "I think it's going to be
imperative that we play well
against Miami.
"(Fantanarosa) has become
quite a shooter and you can look
at them and see that they do a
great job of playing within
themselves. Right now, with
what's available to them, they'-

re doing as well as anybody in
our conference is doing.
Despite the undefeated MAC
start. Wunder said her squad
will have a tough task of winning. However, she said she
would treat it like any other conference game.
"I know they have a lot of
pride and will be trying to keep
that undefeated MAC streak
alive," Wunder said. "We've
been up and down because of
playing so many road games...
(but) we're playing better as a
unit now and I hope we can continue to conform.'
Wunder added her squad will
have to contain Falcon forward
Jackie Motycka, who is averaging 22.0 ppg, if they hope to have
a chance of winning.
"I hope we can hold her to just
an average night," she said.
Tip-off is at 5:30 p.m..

Three men cagers suspended
When Bowling Green's men's basketball team returns to Anderson
Arena tonight for the first time since Christmas break to face Miami
University, the Falcons will have a different look.
BG lost three players to the books. Sophomore Pop Jennings and
freshmen Dale Turnquist and Derek Kizer are not academically ineligible, but "will be sitting out the sememster to concentrate on their
studies," according to Falcons' head coach Jim Larranaga.
The biggest loss is Kizer, a 6-4 forward, who saw action in seven
games. He was a strong rebounder and hit the winning basket in
BG's 66-65 win over Wright State.
Jennings, a 6-5 forward, saw action in only one game this season
and didn't score a point.
Turnquist, a 6-9 center, played in six games, starting two. He

Browns 'sky-high'
for Denver game
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
(AP) — There were differing
rions among the Cleveland
*ns yesterday regarding
the effect of higher altitude on
their endurance.
The Browns worked out for
about an hour and 15 minutes
at the University of New Mexico, where they will practice
through Friday before traveling to Denver for Sunday's
AFC championship game
against the Broncos.
Coach Marty Schottenheimer reiterated his belief
that the effects of thin air are
mostly psychosomatic, but
running back Herman Fontenot said he could tell there
was something different
about the air.
"I felt it in my chest," Fon-

tenot said. "It was affecting
my wind. I got very tired."
But wide receiver Webster
Slaughter said he noticed
nothing unusual about the air.
"To be honest, it really
wasn't a factor to me,'
Slaughter said.
The altitude at New Mexico's University Stadium is
5,314 feet, slightly below the
altitude of Denver Mile High
stadium. Both stadiums have
natural turf.
The weather was windy and
cool but otherwise good for
Tuesday's practice, with
clear skies and a high temperature of 43 degrees.
"We got a chance to work
out some of the travel kinks
I 1 See Browns, page 9.

Mark's
Large 2-item pizza
for $5.95

FREE DELIVERY

352-3551

averaged 3.3 points a game and 2.2 rebounds.
The loss of the three players coincided with the Larranaga's decision to not redshirt freshman Billy Johnson, 6-0 point guard.
With Johnson playing, 6-3 guard Joe Moore was moved to forward.
"Joe is our leading rebounder," Larranaga said. "He's probably
be better off at forward. Moving him to forward left another spot
open at guard."
Moore is averaging 6.6 points a game and 5.5 rebounds per game.
He leads the squad with 12 blocked shots and is second with 13 steals.
Johnson has appeared in three games and averaged 8.7 ppg. He
had 10 points against Cleveland State.
"After eight or nine games, the assistant coaches recommended that we activate Billy," Larranaga said. "He has progressed; he just needs to
be patient. He played well against Cleveland
State."
Also making his debut in front of BG's students
is 6-9 freshman center Ed Colbert. He became eligible early in January and has started seven
games for the Falcons. Colbert is averaging 5
points and 5.3 rebounds a game.
Miami enters tonight's Mid-American Confer- Larranaga
ence game with a 3-9 overall record and 1-1 league
mark.
The Redskins have been without star guard Eric Newsome for
much of the season and without sophomore forward Trimill Haywood, the MAC'S top freshman last season, since the first of the
year. Both have been injured.
BG will try and snap a four-game losing streak and enter with a 4-8
overall record and 0-2 MAC mark.
Tip-off is set for 8:07 p.m. The game will be televised by
WTVG-TV, Channel 13.

Howard's Club H

I
■
I
I
I

200 S. Main, B.G.
352-3148
Greot Eastern Shopping Cfr.
WoodVilleRd.. Northwood

SPAGHETTI
WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD!
TONIGHT 4:30 - 7:00

*3.50

THE PHEASANT ROOM ■ 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No Reservations accepted lor this spec i,il
Food coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. daily

YOU'RE IN LOVE

NIKE
KATON

WHEN
THE OTHER PERSONS
HAPPINESS, SECURITY
AND DEVELOPMENT
BECOMES AS IMPORTANT
AS YOUR OWN.

BAND UPDA TES NOW ON BG 5

Hear Josh

HOWARD'S IS A DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

I
THE NEWEST TANNING SALON IN BG I
I
I
I
I
' A Tan (or all Seasons''
I
Salon
I
I
■k Physician Supervised Tanning Process
I
Featuring the latest and coolest
I
tanning units
I
We Carry: VITAMINS, SUPPLEMENTS and I
SKIN CARE PRODUCTS
I
I
I
I
I
10 tans or more with this ad
Expires 1/31/M
I
352-TANS I
127 S. Main St.
or 352-8267 I
J

BG TANS

Whei>> Today '$ Hobbies flfo/n.*
tomO'fOv* t Hfrioom^

ALL YOU CAN EAT

TONIGHT

1

Jfrenclj £not

Bowling Green freshman gymnast Kim Eddings works on her routine on the uneven parallel bars in preparation for the team's opening meet this weekend at Kent State. The Falcons defeated Ihe Golden Flashes last year at home and went on to finish second in the
MidAmerican Conference.

No Cover

210 N. Main

\
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Reaching Out

25% OFF

JANUARY CLEARANCE IS ON NOW!
THIS COMPLETE
WATERBED JUST $
WITH THIS AD

99

I

DRAWER PEDESTALS
WITH BED
FROM 79.00

WAVELESS
MATTRESS
FROM 39.00

30% OFF
ACCESSORIES
WITH BED PURCHASE

25
BOWLING GREEN

r*>»U.S. WATERBEDS^E
2474 S. Detroit Avt. at Hi* Trail, Maumtt • 193-3990

"s^y i2°e9
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Maravich
had rare
heart

Bag the Savings
at

LOS ANGELES (AP) - That
Pete Maravich lived to 40 was a
surprise, according to a sudden
death expert who says the heart
ailment that killed the former
basketball star usually takes its
victims much earlier.

Churchill's

An enlarged and weakened
heart encumbered with a continuous lack of oxygen to the
heart muscle caused the death
of Maravich, the Los Angeles
County Coroner's Office said
Monday.

1141 S. MAIN, BOWLING GREEN

The rare, natural defect usually kills victims before they turn
20, doctors said.
"This is characteristic of the
16-year-old who collapses during
a football game," said Dr. Paul
Thompson, a sudden death expert at Rhode Island's Brown
University.

('ampbilk

I585J

Chicken
Noodle

SPAGHETTI
SAUCE

Frozen Banquet
32 oz.
Fried Chicken $2.98

Armour Star Corn
Dogs
Microwavable $1.49#

Campbell's
Pork & Beans
16 oz.
3/$1.19

Ragu
32 oz.
Spaghetti Sauce
$1.69

Hunts

Wesson
Vegetable
Oil
24 oz.
$1.49

Manwich

15 1/2 oz. 97*

im
Nestle Morsels
12 oz. bag
$1.98

BEEFM

Mike Sell's
Potato Chips

12 oz. bag
$1.49

rfiutf

Campbell's
Chicken Noodle
Soup
10 3/4 oz. can
38*

Knorr
Vegetable
Soup Mix
$1.29

Nestle Quick
32 oz. can
$2.59
Swiss Miss
Hot Cocoa Mix
12 oz. $1.49

U.S.D.A.
Choice
Ground Chuck
$1.79#

Keebler
Townhouse
Crackers
$1.79

Nabisco
Premium Saltines
16 oz. 89*

loom*

Keebler
Fudge Stripes
or
Deluxe
Grahams

$1.19
Citrus Hill
64 oz.
Orange Juice
$1.69

California
Navel
Oranges
Lg. 48 size
5/S1.00

One 6' r 01 wl con
Oil Or Will.-, pack
limit one coupon pet family, please
Coupon ellective ihto Sundoy, Jonooiy 17. 1988
Redeemable ol

p

Churchill's

and oil O'her participating Spartan \»o"'S

Cottonelle
Bath Tissue
4 roll pkg.
89*

Dannon
Yogurt
8 oz. cup
2/S1.00

Jonathan
Apples
3#bag
69*

Spartan Tuna

DANNON

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

3s '
Gottonefe

"But for a guy to go 10 yea .s in
the NBA and have a congenital
anomaly like that is, to say the
least, very unusual. How could a
guy like that run up and down
the court for 20 years ?''
Coroner's spokesman Bob
Oambacher said Maravich had
no left coronary artery. Normally, humans have two systems,
where Maravich survived on
one.
According to the coroner's report, Maravich died of "cardiomyopathy, due to chronic ischemic myocardial fibrosis, due
to anomalous single right coronary artery."
"Until people die, nobody will
know they have this," said Dr.
Frank Litvack, Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center heart testing
laboratory associate director.
"You're dealing here with the
most rare of the rare."
Litvack said the largest study
of defects like the one Maravich
had included only 43 patients.
Thirty-four died before they
reached 20 years of age and
many of them just collapsed like
Maravich did.
Maravich, the leading scorer
in NCAA history and a member
of the NBA Hall of Fame, collapsed during a pickup game in
n.arby Pasadena last Tuesday
morning and died a short time
later at St. Luke Medical Center.
Known as "Pistol Pete," Maravich averaged 44.2 points per
game during his three seasons
at Louisiana State University
ending in 1970 and 24.2 points per
game during his 10 years in the
NBA.
Maravich, who lived in Covington, La., was in the Los
Angeles area to be interviewed
on a nationally syndicated radio
show.
He also planned to promote his
book, "Heir to A Dream," and
help work on a screenplay producers hoped to make into a movie of the born-again Christian's
life.

Meagher
wins Cup
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Olympic and Ail-American
swimmer Mary T. Meagher,
who holds world records in the
100-and 200-meter butterfly,
was awarded the Broderick Cup
yesterday as the nation's outstanding collegiate woman athlete.
A gold medalist in the 1984
Olympic Games, Meagher
lowered the American 100-butterfly record to 54.42 seconds
during 1987.

One 16 oi «i bo*

™

Creamettes Elbow Macaroni I
^(feamelles

t jl

* '

or Regular and Thin Spaghetti
limit one coupon per family, please
Coupon effective thru Sundoy. Januory 1 7, 1988
^_
Redeemable oi

Churchill's

ontj a|| 0ther

participating. Sparlon ito'Cl

Churchill's
1141 S. MAIN, BOWLING GREEN

I

Are you denying
yourself a better shot
at grad school?
You may. if you fail lo lake a
Stanley H Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the
LSAT. GMAT. GRE and MCAT.
Call. Its not too late to do better
on your grad school exam.

* KAPLAN

StANUYHK»«ANHXX>nONAlC»jraOU
DONT COMPETE WTTH

A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

Classes forming now for
March & April Exams
GMAT classes begin Jan. 26.
GRE classes begin Feb. 4.
LSAT classes begin Feb. 11.
NEW LOCATION
3450 W. CENTRAL, SUITE 322
36-3701
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Six inducted into BG Hall of Fame
Two current professional
athletes, three former standout
collegians and a former NCAA
coach of the year comprise the
24th annual induction class to
the Bowling Green Athletic
Hall of Fame.
The six honorees include
Erofessional
ockey forwards Brian
MacLellan
C82i of the
Minnesota
North Stars
and George
McPhee C82)
of the New
Jersey.
Devils. For- *»"■*
mer football, track and swimming great Wiliam Bradshaw
('55), All-Ohio Conference basketball guard Harold Bishop
i'401, baseball All-American
Chuck Black (79), and retired
track and cross country coach
Mel Brodt round out the list
which ups the Hall of Fame
membership to 102.
The Hall of Fame will induct
the group at a dinner on Friday, Feb. 12, at the Bowling

Green Holiday Inn. They will
be publicly introduced the next
afternoon at the BG-Toledo
basketball game in Anderson
Arena.
Tickets for the Friday evening induction banquet are on
sale for $15 per person. Ad-

McPhee

Black

vance reservations are required and may be made by
calling the athletic department's ticket office at (419)
372-2762.
Brian MacLellan is one of the
leading members of the NHL's
Minnesota North Stars. MacLellan, in his second season
with Minnesota, has also been a
member of the New York
Rangers and Los Angeles
Kings. At L.A., he set a club record for assists by a left winger
and was named the NHL rookie
of the month in November,
1983.
At BG, MacLellan earned
All-America honors while playing defense under coach Jerry
York in 1981-82. Twice he was
named to the All-CCHA team,
once as a forward in 1978-79 and
again as a senior defenseman
two years later. A team cocaptain his last two seasons,
MacLellan scored 143 points in
his career, despite his move to
defense late in his junior
season.
George McPhee, the 1982
Hobey Baker Award winner, is
in his sixth season in professional hockey. A member of the
New Jersey Devils, McPhee
also had a brief stay with the
Winnipeg Jets after spending
five seasons with the New York
Rangers.
McPhee burst on the scene as

Harold Bishop

a Falcon in 1978-79, leading the
team and CCHA in scoring with
88 points as a freshman. To this
day, that remains a BG scoring
record for rookies, and it earned him the honor of CCHA
rookie of the year. A two-time
team captain, McPhee became
the Falcons' career scoring
leader with 114 goals and 153
assists for 267 points (a mark
that was topped one year
later). McPhee earned AllAmerica and All-CCHA honors
as a senior, before being
named the 1982 Hobey Baker
Award winner, college hockey's equivalent of college football's Heisman Trophy. He was
the CCHA's first and only
Hobey Baker Award winner.
G D L
William H. Bradshaw was a
three-sport letterman at BG
from 1952-55. He made NCAA
history on the gridiron in 1953
and 1954 when he led the NCAA
college division in punting for
two consecutive seasons. He
was the first player in NCAA

P c c

Mel Brodt
history to repeat as the
national punting champion. His
career punting average of 42.2
yards for 126 kicks still stands
as a BG and MAC record.
Along with his three letters in
football, Bradshaw lettered
three times in track and once in
swimming. He competed in the
pole vault and high jump and
scored at the MAC Championships in the pole vault. Asked to
join the swimming team for the
start of the 1953-54 season,

Browns
Continued from page 7.
and we got a little introduction into what Denver is doing," Schottenheimer said.
As was the case before last

cmmg
fTOPPERf
cinema

WALL STREET

S£

E

MICHAEL DOUGLAS
CHARIJ" SHffN
DARVL HANNAH

Sal. & Sun. 1:00 & 3:25
Evenings 6:45 & 9:15

DASNY
BILLY
DCVITO CRYSTAL
WOUKiM* II Ml III I I Ul

BGSU FALCONS

"A Celebration of o KING"
On Tuesday, January 19, 1988 at 6:30 p.m. at Prout
Chapel. There will be a Celebration Commemorating
the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Starting the celebration will be a candlelight vigil at
the University Union beginning at 5:45 p.m.
IF you have any questions regarding this celebration,
please contact Minority Programs and Activities at
372-2978.

STEVE MARTIN JOHN CANDY

LEJ

PLANES, TRAINS AND
AUTOMOBILES
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

MIAMI REDSKINS

OVERBOARD

[51

Doubleheader: Women 5:30, Men 8:00

*-» GOLDIF HAWN
—jr
KURT RUSSELL
Hffc" HICHE S RAGS ROMANCE

»*■ Sat. 4 Sun. 1:20 4 3:30
Evenings 7:15 4 9:35

Sal. & Sun. 1:10 & 3:35
Evenings 7:05 & 9:45

Martin Luther Kins, Jr.
19291968

Coming January IS

*batteries
not included
Sal. S Sun. 1:15 4 3:20 ENDS
Eveni'-gs 7;00 & 930
''4

JANUARY

"Return of the
Living Dead II"

1 and 2 Bed

******************¥*¥**•*

SALE!

ow Thru Jan. 30 - Store Wide Sale

19 and Over! *
WEDNESDAY

year's AFC championship
game, the Browns have
closed practices to the public.
No reporters were allowed on
the field during the workouts
except those who covered the
team in Cleveland.

William Bradshaw Photo/Courtesy BG Sports Information
Brodt was named Coach of
professionally and is a senior
facilities engineer for General the Year at the 1972 NCAA Indoor Track Championship, the
Dynamics in Lima.
1972 NCAA District TV Cross
P P C
Country meet and at the 1983
Mel Brodt retired in 1984
after 25 years as BG's cross MAC Cross Country Chamcountry coach and 20 seasons pionships. His dual meet coaching record was 89-44-2 in track
as head men's track coach.
Brodt coached 53 Division I Ail- and 146-55 in cross country. He
Americans, five collegiate re- is a member of the Ohio Assocord holders, 92 MAC cham- ciation of Track Coaches Hall
pions, and two MAC champion- of Fame and Ohio Track and
ship teams in cross country Field Hall of Fame. Head
(1969) and track (1972). Among coach of the 1976 AAU team
his students were 1972 that competed against the Rus800-meter Olympic gold meda- sians in Leningrad, Brodt was
list Dave Wottle and six-time also head coach of the national
track and cross-country Ail- junior team at the 1980 Pan
American Games in Canada.
American Sid Sink.

354-0558

Sal. & Sun. 1:00 & 3:15
Evenings 6:50 & 9:20

THROW MOMMA f^iil
FROM TUB TRAIN

Chuck Black enjoyed one of
the brightest collegiate baseball careers ever at BG, where
for four years he lettered under
coach Don Purvis. The second
baseman from Lima, Ohio earned third team All-America
honors as a second baseman in
1978, and completed his collegiate career in 1979 as BG's career record holder for at-bats,
runs, hits, walks, games played
and errors.
BG's starting shortstop as a
freshman and sophomore and
starting second baseman as a
junior and senior. Black was a
dangerous hitter. He batted
.378 in his career, including a
.397 campaign his junior year
and a .385 season as a senior.
He led the team in hitting every
year but one - his freshman
season when he finished third.
Today, he plays softball

TONIGHT!

woodland moll "gfiB?
*

Bradshaw reported after football season and scored in three
meets. Today, he resides in
Lexington, Ky. and serves as
land and building transactions
director for the Ashland Oil
Company.
□ P D
Harold C. Bishop was a
three-year basketball letterman from 1937-40 under coach
Paul Landis after earning his
numerals on the 1936-37 freshman team. Bishop became the
starting guard as a sophomore
and quickly became known as a
floor court leader and a top
passer.
He was named first team AllOhio Conference for three
straight years, the only Falcon
to gain All-OC honors three
times in the 12 years BG was a
member of the OC. During this
three years of varsity basketball, the Falcons posted a 45-16
record, including a second
Clace OC finish in 1939-40, the
est showing ever in the 12
Sears BG was a member of the
hio Conference. Bishop went
on to work for Del Monte Foods
Corp., where he was head personnel officer for 35 years before retiring in 1981 as head of
employee relations.

COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT {

| GET IN FREE WITH VALID I.D.

Running
Tennis
Fhski-tball
Aerobic
Fitness
Walking

Whielic Shoes
up to

Vi off
Converse - Nike
Lagear • Tiger

Colleoe Loco

THURSDAY ALL-MALE REVIEW

Sweat Shirts
T-Shirts

featuring Touch of Class

"P,0

3S 25% off

showtime • 8:00
admission - $3.00
men admitted after 10:00, ladies free.

*

Other items not mentioned also on sale
Selected
Selected

Selected Grouping
Aerobic/Running
tights
(Hfi 95

t

* THE FUNDRINKERY *
{
*

382-1876
GLENBYRNE CENTER

*
*

*

(CORNER OF BYRNE & GLENDALE)

*

Sporto
Prints

Solid
Prints

$19.*

Reg. $29."

Sweat clothing
up to
Adults/Kids
Hoods • Pants Cew91
Limited sizes & colors

/3 Off

School Jackets
Nylon quilt lined
Adult • $39 »
Youth - $36 »
Lettering Extra MM $4."
Otsego ■ B3HS - B3SU

Clearance of selected
wool school Jackets
Otsego - Elmwood
Unlined • Limited quantity
Adult reg. 68 " sale 44.
Youth reg. 64** sale 32.

Falcon House
Sporting Goods
"Your athletic thorn and sports h+odquortwt In BG."
123 S. Main St. Downtown B G
352-3610
Mon. - M. 10-9 Sat. 10-5 Sun 12-5

LOFTS
ARE AVAILABLE FOR
SPRING SEMESTER
How You Order Your Loft:
OPTION 1 - Call 352-3836, 9-5. Mon - Fri
OPTION 2 - Sign up at the University Union,
Fort Room on the 3rd floor. The loft
scheduling display will be open
Jan. 12. 13. 14. 15
<&
(9:00 am -7:00 pm)
LOFT RATES
Spring Semester Rental
Purchase
Optional Assembly
Ladder Rental
Ladder Purchase

• FREE DELIVERY •
For Mote Information Call:
Loft Construction
500 Lehman Aw.. 419/352-3836

2 Bed
$55
$180
$20
$5
$15

Classifieds.
GRADUATION APPLICATION DEADLINE
CANT WAIT TO LEAVE
THESE HALLOWED GROUNDS?
APPLY TO GRAOUATE BEFORE
YOU RENT THOSE CAPS AND QOWNSI
The deedme lor applying lor May graduation is
Friday. January 22 This message is from THE
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

MAKE THIS THE SEMESTER
YOU MAKE A
DIFFERENCE1
Peace Coalition Meeting
Wea . Jan 13. 9 PM
UCF Center
313 Thurenn at RMge

OOUBUSIDED. DOUBLE DENSITY FLOPPY
DISKETTES FOR ONLY 85 CENTS'™ It's true
For a hmited time you can get these premium
ojuaaty diskettes with sleeves, write-prolects &
tags tailor 85 cents Cal 372-2573 to leave a
message Sponsored by the YOUNG EXEC
TUTIVE CLUB OF BOSU

TOUR GUIDES!
MANDATORY ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
JAN. 12. 0:30-8:30 OR JAN. 1S. 4:J0-»:S0
MCFALL ASSEMBLY- -BRING VOUR
SCHEDULES.
SEE YA THERE!

Free and open to al
The Honors Student Association «i> be showing comedy classics' by Monty Python--"The
Meaning of Lrle' and "The Holy Gratf" Tuesday.
Jan 19 al 7 PM in the Honors Center (below
Kretecher) Be thhre or be bored' HSA - more
then meets the eye

SAVE

THIS

A_D

Abortion, morning after tre4*tment
Proud lo be pro-choice
Confer lor Choice II. Totedo.O 255 7769

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Available from sources you never knew
existed Every undergraduate guaranteed
etgibaty for 10-60 private aid
sources located through our national
data bank For free info write Coaege
Guidance Service Box 15924 |BQ|. Seattle
WA 98116 .

TUTORING JAPANESE CONVERSATION
NATIVE SPEAKER 354-8874

RIDES
\ Need ride from 300 Napoleon to campus
Mon Frl in am » back at 9 pm Wi pay for
gas Cal 354-3450

SOMEONE CARES ABOUT YOU AND
YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM AT
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO ON
FREE PREONANCY TESTING
AND OUR OTHER SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

t^^SPECIflL
If

SPECIAL

I

1*025
ANY ONE ITEITI

RNYONEITEITI

or

|

txtro Items 75' eoih

I

ANY ONE ITEITI

[xtro Items 50' each

I

PRESENT

AT

OUR

BOX

|

'88 Liberty Caravan 2 bdrm traitor Excelent
cond North of BG in Maurer's Trailer CourtBrim Rd $4,500 287-4374
1978 Olds Cutlass Good cond AC. auto
trans . power steering ft Drakes AM-FM radio
$1,000 or best offer Cal 354-3442

•RHOCHI - RHOCHT
•RHOCHI RHOCHT
•RHOCHI- RHOCHT

Do you ever wonder about the
meaning ol life?
If so why not come on down to the Honors
Center Tuas. Jan 19 at 7 PM The Honors Student Association Is sponsoring Monty Python's
classic flicks "The Meaning of Ufa" and "The
Hory Oral" It's free and open to al'
DON'T FORGET!
RHOCHI INFO NIGHT
TONIGHT
9 00 PM. OHIO SUITE

1986 Chevrolet Sprml -5 sp Blue-Silver 4 dd
hatchback 50 MPG Like new $4500
2-7461

•Wanted One Roommate'
Cloae to campus Michele: 353-6017

Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4 X 4's seized in
drug raids lor under $100 OC Cal lor lacts today 802-837-3401 Ext 299

Desperately need one male roommate tor Spring 68 Haven House $143 75 per month
CALL COLLECT (614) 654 0884. ask lor Fred

SKI PACKAGE $110 OR BEST OFFER 160
SKIES SIZE 7 BOOTS POLES ft BINDINGS IN
CL CALL BU. 353-6412

F
rmte noeded Spring Semester Haven
House Free heal S144 per month 354 6116
or 1 385-1530

FOR RENT

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE 2
BEDROOM TRAILER S100 A MONTH
PLEASE CALL 352-1940 OR 3 PM
352 6414 ASKFORRHEA

$150 PER MONTH MUST SUBLEASE FUR
NISHED E MERRY APT AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY PLEASE CALL 893-8058

Need Female Students
To Fl Apartments Now
Phone 352-7385

I or 2 bdr apts New carpet, new furniture
Avalabto now Visage Green Apartments
354-3533 anytime alter 1 PM Chxdren
welcome

Need Roommate for own bedroom SI 56 a
mo., share room $112 a mo lurn and gas included 353-0672

3 lemeie non-smoking roommates^or 2 males
and 1 female needed to rent nice house near
campus unities included with rent Cal
352-2117

Roommate needed now unll August Beautilul
house Own bedroom Reasonable rent Cal
354 5915
Roommate needed apartment 801 Fifth SI.. 4.
$100 month 354-0389

CARTY RENTALS
Apartments and Houses
Office Hours 10am-5pm
or by appointment
Located at 316 E Merry 3
For more info or listings
Phone 352-7385 anytime
Also Summer Rentals

SOS.
SAVE OUR SKIN

352-5166

352-5166

352-5166

y>t Delivery

Free Delivery

Free Delivery

j-ls «OC -.

OPIN4 00PH1
DUPON PIS PI77R«ON( COUPON PER Pit Id BONI (.OOPON
INJOOPITI

at 7:15 and 9:15

n

fsj Reg IO" WITH |

FOR SALE

TOUR GUIDES!
W YOU MISSED YESTERDAY'S MEETING,
DON'T FORGET TO COME THIS AFTERNOON. 4:100:10 IN MCFALL ASSEMBLY.
PLEASE BRING YOUR SCHEDULES. SEE YA
THERE!

Congratulations Mary Beth Rrety and Jeff
Fender on their recent engagement.
•Happy cow pastures-

SPECIAL

~a_> Rag. U' WITH

fieo, 16" WITH

I l.iio Items %\ 25 each

|

The Brothers ol Delta Tau Delta would like to
welcome everyone back, and wish them a succesatul second semester

WANTED
•BeeRhoChlInformation Night
Wad .Jan 13
9 00 PM Orvo Suite
•BeaRhoChl■RHOCHI-RHOCHT
•RHOCHI-RHOCHP
•RHOCHI- RHOCHT

Resumes prof written ft prepared.
Hundreds of satisfied customers
Cal Faith 354-1829. Sam - noon

MUST END SOON!

They're oil wet.

Brathaus
Happy Hours
Mon.-Thurs.s-9
Friday • Sat 3-»
Sunday 7-9

OeWlftS Garage 353 646$
542 S Maple St
Towing and Cw Starting

January 22 - deadline lor education majors applying to student teach Fal Semester. 1988
Appfccattona available ai 318 Education Suiding
JOURNALISTS!
ITS A GREAT WAY TO START
Be a volunteer writer for the BG News Contact
Caroline Linger at 372-8968 or 354-8319

PERSONALS

SERVICES OFFERED

SS 2-15-88

■

-v°l«S 2 15-88

°1« v-tlf

EXPtSt;

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
Now Renting For

[FgJ[Serres[er|
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Hrs:Mon-Frl9-7
Sot.iq-4

MTRAMURALS THINK SPRING' MEN'S IN
DEPENDENT ICE HOCKEY ENTRIES DUE
FIRST WEEK BACK -JAN
14; MEN'S
BASKETBALL - JAN 19; WOMEN'S AND
COED JAN 20. MEN'S BOWLING - JAN 26
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT FOR
BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
MANDATORY
TRAINING SESSION: JAN 19. 7:00-1000
PM

Al we want for X-mas is 1 -4 males-lemales to
take over our 2 bedroom University Village
apartment A.S.A.P.. excellent rates available
352-0164
Wanted: 1 female roommate this semester
352-6937

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED (PREFERRED
NON-SMOKER) NICE APT FULLY FURNISHED LOW RENT SI 19 A MO S ELEC PLEASE
CALL ROSANA FOR DETAIL AT 352-1616 OR
354-3146

HELP WANTED
January Clearance Sale
Now In Progress
Shoes-Jackets-Sweats
Falcon House
123 S Mam St
Downtown BG

Miscellany Magazine. BGSU'i award-winning
student publication, wante YOUR help lo.
Spring Semester. Do You Write' Draw? Or
lust have a good story Idea? Give ua a call!
Staff positions now open: Copy editors,
photographers, reporter!
Contact: Mike
Doherty at 172-1237 after 10pm, before
0:30am.
MORTAR BOARD'
Welcome back1 Remember our first meeting is
Thurs, Jan 14 in the Student Services 9 00 It
la vary important that everyone attends'
Goodkjck this semester and lets start the new
year nghtll
Betsy

A great local company on the move la looking
for part-time people that entoy talking with people Work with upbeat people and have a
beautiful future available. If you have the desire
lor above average income & opportunity, you
want m on mis action nowi' Two shifts avaasble
9:30am-1:30pmand4;00pm-8 00pm CalJim
841-5460 between 9 30-1 30 or 4 6pm

For Rent. 1 bedroom upstairs. $290 a mo All
utilities paid
Available immediately Cal
354-4447 Chns
House with 4 kj bdrms in country Close in BG
Cal919-852-4148 between 10amto2pmor
come to 15223 Mitchell Rd BG.OH

Are you an RTVF. VCT. or Journalism major interested In a fob m television' Come to WBGUTVs Tramng Orientation Meeting January 27th
at 6 PM in the studio at 245. Troup Ave Bring
your schedule

Houses and Apartments
Cloae to campus for summer 1968
a 88-89 school year 1-267-3341
Large one bedroom apartment lor sublesse
CM 353-5104 after 7 PM

THINKING AHEAD ABOUT SPRING BREAK
BUT HAVE NO MONEY' WOW' YOU ARE IN
LUCK BUTTONS-THE FUN PUCE TO BE IS
NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULING AND CAR POOLING
AVAILABLE APPLY IN PERSON TUES THRU
SUN AFTER 8 00 PM AT BUTTONS 25481
DIXIE HWY.

Need Female Students
To Fil Apartments Now
Phone 352-7365

v%mj?

Prod McOei'itt

ys '88
' nd if <s>
The BG News
PEAPUNE:

Two days prior lo publication, 4p.m.
" (The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

RAJESL

per ad are 65'per line. $1.95 minimum.
■ SO' extra per od for boM type).
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (8 line maximum)
$ 5.85
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70
is required for oil nan-university related businesses and individuals

PREPAYMENT!

BGSU BASKETBALL
Support the Falcon Men
& Women Hoopsters
Tonight at home
against Miami

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

NOTICE;

_ The BG News will not be responsible for etrot due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please come to
214 West Holl immediately if there is on error in your od. The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors m classified ods 'or more than two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who ploce advertising in The BG News.
The decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is <o discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (MINT)

PHONE#_

ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*.
(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold typo)

Women's Game - 5:30 p.m.Men's Game - 8:00 p.m.

They need our support!

Ciaaalflcatlon In which you wish your ad to
Campus I Clly f vants"
lost and Found

..Wan tad

Slaas

.for Sal*

. Hala Wan tad

____ Sarvlcas Offered

. For Rant

_____ "•raonals

. Valentine

* Camam/City Ivant aaa ara published fraa of charaa for en* aay for a non-profil event or meeting only

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
RUSH HOURS:

Dates to appear.
Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG Newt
214 Wesf Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG News)

530 East Wooster

8 - 8 Tuesday & Wednesday
9 - 5:30 Thursday & Friday

353-7732

Total number of days to appear.

Phone:

372-2601

